Academic Deans

School of Arts and Humanities

Dennis M. Kratz
Dean

School of Arts and Humanities Website
School of Arts and Humanities Personnel

972.883.2984
dkratz@utdallas.edu

PhD, Harvard University, 1970
MA, Harvard University, 1964
BA, Dartmouth College, 1963

Phi Beta Kappa

School of Arts, Technology, and Emerging Communication

Anne Balsamo
Dean

School of Arts, Technology, and Emerging Communication Website
School of Arts, Technology, and Emerging Communication Personnel

972.883.4372
axb161831@utdallas.edu

PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1991
BS, Illinois Wesleyan University, 1981
School of Behavioral and Brain Sciences

James Bartlett
Interim Dean

[Website](http://www.utdallas.edu/behavioral-brain-sciences)
[Personnel](http://www.utdallas.edu/behavioral-brain-sciences/personnel)

972.883.2079
jbartlet@utdallas.edu

PhD, [Yale University](http://www.yale.edu), 1975
BA, [The University of Texas at Austin](http://www.utexas.edu), 1970

---

School of Economic, Political and Policy Sciences

Denis Dean
Dean

[Website](http://www.utdallas.edu/economic-political-policy-sciences)
[Personnel](http://www.utdallas.edu/economic-political-policy-sciences/personnel)

972.883.6852
denis.dean@utdallas.edu

PhD, [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University](http://www.vt.edu), 1991
BS, [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University](http://www.vt.edu), 1984

---

Erik Jonsson School of Engineering and Computer Science

Mark William Spong
Lars Magnus Ericsson Chair and Dean

[Erik Jonsson School of Engineering and Computer Science Website](http://www.utdallas.edu/ej-school)
[Erik Jonsson School of Engineering and Computer Science Personnel](http://www.utdallas.edu/ej-school/personnel)
School of Interdisciplinary Studies

George W. Fair
Dean
School of Interdisciplinary Studies Website
School of Interdisciplinary Studies Personnel
972.883.2350
gwfair@utdallas.edu
PhD, University of Pittsburgh, 1974
MEd, University of Pittsburgh, 1970
AB, Syracuse University, 1966

Naveen Jindal School of Management

Hasan Pirkul
Caruth Chair and Dean
Naveen Jindal School of Management Website
Naveen Jindal School of Management Personnel
972.883.2705
hpirkul@utdallas.edu
PhD, University of Rochester, 1983
MS, University of Rochester, 1980
BS, Bogazici University, 1977
School of Natural Sciences and Mathematics

Bruce Novak
Dean
School of Natural Sciences and Mathematics Website
School of Natural Sciences and Mathematics Personnel
972.883.2416
bruce.novak@utdallas.edu

Office of Undergraduate Education

Jessica C. Murphy
Associate Provost and Dean
Office of Undergraduate Education Website
Office of Undergraduate Education Personnel
972.883.3536
ugdean@utdallas.edu
PhD, University of California, Santa Barbara, 2009
MA, University of California, Santa Barbara, 2004
BA, City University of New York, 2001

Office of Graduate Studies

Marion K. Underwood
Associate Provost and Dean
Office of Graduate Studies Website
Office of Graduate Studies Personnel
972.883.2234
undrwd@utdallas.edu
PhD, Duke University, 1991
MA, Duke University, 1987

https://provost.utdallas.edu/home/academic-deans//makepdf
BA, Wellesley College, 1986